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Abstract 
With the challenge of rapid changes in manufacturing shop-floors, operation scheduling and 
executional control raise increasing demand for intelligent and responsive approaches to 
problems of shop floor decision making, including reactive scheduling. Timely reaction to 
emerging shop-floor contingencies and performance deterioration trends in executed 
processes, both problems are addressed by the proposed supervisory control system, 
SUPREACT, and its reactive scheduling function. An Expert Supervisor Unit (ESU) with its 
intelligent interface assists during the control of the scheduled activities' execution and the 
system's interaction with both the dynamic shop floor processes and the human supervisor. For 
this, the blackboard system of ESU incorporates a cognitive model of operator functions, 
normative to supervisory behavior in dynamic discrete manufacturing environment, and a 
responsive blackboard architecture. Reactive scheduling as a constraint-based opportunistic 
problem solving process is performed by the system's case and rule-based reasoning knowledge 
sources as cooperative multi-agents and also takes into account the human's preferences 
learned by the system in the intelligent distributed problem solving framework for supervisory 
control of dynamic manufacturing processes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dynamic discrete control sitQations frequently emerge in manufacturing shop floors at today's 
companies. Some unforeseen external events (such as changes ip customer demands, late 
deliveries of suppliers, etc.) as environmental uncertainties may emerge. Unexpected state
change events (such as down machines/equipment, some erratic yield from production, etc.) 
raise several forms of executional uncertainties inside the manufacturing processes. Both may 
disrupt the scheduled activities' execution and result in waste to downstream processes with 
operations previously prepared. The impacts of the above uncertainties are behind the 
observed fact [1] that many companies have to re-schedule high percent of their planned 
production. Although re-scheduling or reactive scheduling is a frequent problem to many 
companies, most of them have no formal approach to solve it. This demand has brought into 
life the relatively new concept of reactive scheduling as well as different knowledge-based 
solution approaches to the problem. According to a recently performed overview in the field 
[2], reactive scheduling generally denotes the real-time revision/repair of a complete, active 
but flawed schedule to keep it in line with live status of shop floor processes and events. 
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Without a strong reactive scheduling subsystem, a predictive scheduling subsystem is not of 
much use in a plant, as the predictive schedules generated daily would fail at execution time 
because of the inherently unpredictable dynamic nature oftoday's manufacturing environment. 

The problem of reactive scheduling is concerned with a repeated and quick 
contingency/performance-driven reactive decision making, while supposes an existing 
predictive schedule, relatively robust against unexpected events in the factory floor. Reactive 
scheduling aims at resolving conflicts and exploiting improvement opportunities at execution 
time while strives for re-using the undisturbed/valid part of the original schedule and adjusting 
only the parts touched/invalidated by disturbances [3]. In the worst case, the current schedule 
should be completely re-scheduled from scratch. 

General complexity of industrial scheduling problems lies in the requirements for 
assigning jobs to machines (resources) in the shop floor so as to meet a set of objectives while 
not violate another set of (temporal precedence/resource capacity) constraints. The 
management objectives are often multiple, conflicting and ill-defined. In many real world 
applications, the concept of optimality is poorly defined due to problems of measure and 
conflicts in goals. To optimize on one measure alone (e.g., to minimize work-in-process 
inventory) could jeopardize other measures of optimality (e.g., to maximize machine 
utilization). The scheduling problems' combinatorially explosive search space (at the outset) 
can usually be reduced to a search space of feasible solutions by the application of the 
constraints. Reactive scheduling problems have some additional complexity due to the 
following features: 

They are dynamic open problems, with time varying objectives and constraints, where 
constraints are added to or retracted from the problem as work progresses in the shop 
floor. There is a need for a high level of fidelity in modeling, proper analysis techniques to 
identify constraints and related conflicts/opportunities, and efficient constraint satisfaction 
techniques to resolve conflicts whilst let exploiting the opportunities. 

• They should be solved near real-time to maintain an executable schedule, where real-time 
computation is meant in the simplest sense of selecting a viable repair solution as response 
to the situation predicted to exist by the time the response has been computed and enacted. 

• Due to the dominantly dynamic and stochastic nature of live manufacturing environments, 
mostly uncertain and incomplete information are available on the controlled system's 
status, valid goals, constraints, etc. 

• Problems can generally be characterized by a rmmber of decision alternatives due to many 
feasible repair policies which may also include human preferences for selecting a feasible 
repair plan depending on the repair context and weighted performance criteria as 
evaluation preferences for the repair outcome. For exploiting this flexibility, the local 
scheduling knowledge aviulable in several forms in live shop floor environment should be 
acquisited and stored with context relevant features in proper repositories (knowledge and 
case-base) easily accessible by the scheduling system to allow improvement to solutions 
quality and response time efficiency. 

The above complexity of reactive scheduling problems cannot be captured by any kind of 
analytic solution approaches existing for static job-shop scheduling problems and using mainly 
conventional Operations Research (OR) methods with many simplifYing assumptions in their 
models. Knowledge-based approaches can only be taken into consideration to achieve a 
satisfying solution, and these also require an intelligent utilization of human 
knowledge/expertise in addition to the propositions by the knowledge-based system [3], [4]. 
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Majority of these approaches consider reactive scheduling as a constraint satisfaction problem 
which differs from static job-shop like scheduling problems by its dynamic and stochastic 
nature [5], [6]. The problem lends itself to the application of advanced knowledge-based 
techniques, such as neural networks [24], genetic algorithms [25], and case-based reasoning 
including learning, too (e.g., [3], [4]). In live industrial processes with CIM environment, the 
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAJ) based approaches [26] to reactive scheduling related 
problem solving are of particular importance. DAI-based approaches are concerned with 
coordinated intelligent behavior of multi-agents that allows agents to coordinate their 
knowledge, skills and plans in order to act or solve sub-problems, working towards a common 
goal or towards separate individual goals that interact [27]. One streamline of DAI-based 
developments (see, e.g., [29-31 ]) considers the scheduling/reactive scheduling tasks in plant 
relation, primarily as CIM embedded activities, correspondingly with an emphasize on the 
organizational structuring of distributed problem solving. Logical distribution/decomposition 
of the problem into manageable sub-problems with separate individual goals of multi agents 
that interact often reflects the plant's organizational structure [29]. Whenever distribution takes 
place, communication must follow as a necessity. The agents with even different location can 
take into account the whole plant's production resources, and iterate solutions via negotiations 
by message passing through the communication network of the CIM plant [31]. Another 
streamline of DAJ-based multi-agent approaches is represented by the blackboard-based 
opportunistic approaches that decompose and represent the problem at different hierarchical 
levels of some properly chosen and context-related knowledge abstraction hierarchy for the 
problem space. Blackboard based approaches generally suppose a cooperative problem solving 
effort of different independent reasoning agents (knowledge sources) communicating with 
each other by posting messages via a common global problem solving memory area, the 
blackboard, to modify and incrementally improve the current best hypotheses on the problem 
solution (see, e.g., [8-10] and [21-23]). 

Research towards an integrated plant-wide control with true DAI perspective should 
strive for coordinated intelligent behavior of multi-agents by an effective integration of man 
and machines [28]. Thus, for example, there should be some means for a human operator to 
take over the control of an automated agent, as being standard practice in most industrial 
systems. The system as a whole should be able to continue to operate, despite having the 
reduced repetitive skills of a human operator. This demand, together with the demand for 
exhibiting an intelligent and reactive behavior (to perform reactive scheduling) by the 
proposed control system, have lead us to introduce an important factor into the system design: 
not only to strive for the most effective automation by properly established reasoning/control 
agents but also the most effective integration of human and machine. These goals are 
addressed by our recent research project that has been resulting in an intelligent supervisory 
control system called SUP REACT (Supervisory Reactive Scheduler) with a blackboard based 
approach using heterogeneous knowledge sources as multiple reasoning agents to perform 
reactive scheduling as a major intelligent supervisory function in the control system. 
SUPREACT is provided with an Expert Supervisor Unit (ESU) to assist the human while 
he supervises/oversees the predominantly automated manufacturing processes in a 
dynamic/stochastic discrete-part manufacturing environment. The system's ESU is being 
implemented via a blackboard framework that is based on a cognitive normative model of 
operator functions (it is also used in an enhanced form as action interpreter on the blackboard). 
Reactive schedule repair in the system is carried out by the co-operation of case and rule-based 
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reasoning agents (domain dependent knowledge sources), complemented with a model based 
reasoning agent (by the operator function model) for interactive problem solving via the 
blackboard. 

From the aspect of the knowledge-based system's real-time response capability, the 
ESUs control component is designed with similar capabilities to those of the system called 
REAKT [10]. The REAKT architecture extends the classical blackboard model along several 
directions including aspects of temporal consistency and coherence management, multi-tasking 
allowing the control unit to react almost instantaneously to the arrival of new events and to 
pre-empt running activities (i.e., tasks or intentions) to execute more important one(s). By 
involving these features into the design of the ESU's blackboard, the implemented approach to 
reactive scheduling function is provided with the interruptibility and focus of attention 
capabilities requested in a real-time system, even when the algorithms themselves executed by 
the domain agents are not interruptible. Multi-tasking also permits the synchronization of the 
execution of agents with the system clock, thus introducing the notion of current time into the 
system. A specialized process, the timer, responsible for providing time services, such as 
simulated time execution or comparison with the clock, is integrated in the implemented 
architecture. From another critical aspect of knowledge-based systems: the knowledge 
acquisition and learning abilities often represent bottlenecks in these systems but, they are 
involved in SUPREACT as inherent abilities of the case-based reasoning implemented in the 
system. These features can "ensure a gradual improvement of the system's performance in 
respect of its reactive scheduling related decisions' quality and responsiveness. 

2. SUPERVISORY CONTROL FRAMEWORK FOR REACTIVE SCHEDULING 

In a series running in the periodical Manufacturing Engineering [ 11 ], some current/anticipated 
shop-floor problems are reflected, such as the increasing overload/responsibility of shop 
operators which prevent performance evaluations and reasoning or drawing conclusions based 
on the available information. To offer a viable alternative, our recent work in the mentioned 
research project aims at developing the intelligent supervisory control system above to assist 
the human with computerized expertise and provide sufficient and timely information the 
human operator wants when it is needed. The operator does not need to manipulate displays, 
since the ESUs user interface, by its intelligent information display design, completely controls 
display selection, content, placement and format to provide the human with the right 
information at the right time and in the proper form to various (ambiguous) control/scheduling 
decision situations. The system's user interface, thus, provides the critical connection between 
the operator and the system as a whole. The intelligent interface and the Expert Supervisor 
Unit enable SUPREACT to act as an "intelligent controller'' (specified by a recent NIST 
proposition [12]) in controQing resources/operations and ensuring expert assistance to the 
following functions: (1) planning/scheduling, (2) monitoring the execution, (3) error 
recovering, (4) learning, and (5) interfacing to communicate/exchange information. In this 
-context, reactive scheduling is considered as a junction [4] for scheduling/error recovering 
that ensures the system's responsiveness and minimize disruptions to executed processes. 

The control system itself is in essence a joint man-machine cognitive system [15]. Both 
its Expert Supervisor Unit and intelligent interface are based on a cognitive operator function 
model being normative to supervisory behavior in discrete manufacturing environment, since 
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the model has gradually been established from industrial practice. For an efficient man
machine communication, the system is designed with 
• dynamic task allocation between the human and the computerized system by demand

resource matching which depends on the given decision situation and the human workload; 
• human-machine communication via mixed command and menu driven dialogues initiated 

by the human operator at normal operating conditions; at abnormal conditions the 
computerized system is to alert the operator through alarm signals; 

• intelligent information display design/handling by the application of the cognitive operator 
function model to amplifY the human abilities by ensuring sufficient and timely information 
to various decision situations, and minimizing data collection or data entry by the user. 

The intelligent interface is engineered with two options: one to the user/operator to assist the 
human in the system's daily regime; another to the system specialist to allow a regular update 
to the controlled system modeVthe control system knowledge-base/case-base, thus ensure a 
likely "open architecture" feature and facilitate learning to gradually improve the system's 
performance by incorporating new cases and their ways of handling into the system's case-base 
(for reactive scheduling, for instance). 

The system SUPREACT uses an underlying framework for a reasonable integration and 
coordination of the control functions (such as monitoring of plan execution/error recovering) 
and decision making functions (such as planning/scheduling) by implementing an adaptive 
control pattern and the supervisory control paradigm [14]. This paradigm explicitly addresses 
the role of human, computerized algorithms and knowledge-based system components in the 
control of automated systems, and integrates the three factors, by design, to achieve good 
global performance against the actual target of production. 

For the SUPREACTs reactive scheduling function, we use a constraint based iterative 
schedule repair methodology, where the temporal activity precedence and the resource 
capacity constraints are considered as dominant constraints in complex job shop scheduling 
task. The activity precedence constraints, along with a job's release date and due date, restrict 
the set of acceptable start time points for each activity. The capacity constraints restrict the 
number of activities that can use the same resource at any particular point of time, and create 
conflicts among activities that compete for the use of the same scarce resource at overlapping 
time intervals. The goal of the reactive scheduling function in SUP REACT is to produce and 
propose schedules to the human with respect to temporal and resource capacity constraints and 
optimize a set of objectives; such as minimize throughput time, minimize work-in-process 
inventory, maximize resource (machine) utilization, and minimize jobs' tardiness. In contrast to 
approaches [32] that utilize incremental construction of partial schedules to produce a 
complete schedule, the approach of SUPREACT incrementally repairs a complete but flawed 
schedule or a schedule which is forecasted to become flawed. The latter has been resulting 
from synthesized performance trends based on observed statistics continuously collected in the 
executed manufacturing processes (by, e.g., Microsoft Excel). 

The proposed supervisory control system, SUPREACT, with its functional structure 
follows an adaptive control pattern by performing the identification of live system status, 
decision making based on identified status, and control during the execution of planned 
activities, all within one adaptive control cycle. The related fun<.-1ional-decisional structure of 
the whole SUPREACT system can be found in details in, e.g., [13]. With respect to the 
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system's general functionality within the shop floor control layer, it assumes input from a plant
level shop-loading system (from, e.g., an MRP II), and can perform order release decisions to 
balance the daily shop-load by a predictive (static) scheduling function. Its dynamic reactive 
scheduling function performs operation dispatching and schedule maintenance/re-optimization, 
thus results in executable programs for manufacturing. 

With focusing here on the system's reactive scheduling aspect, the system's modules/sub
systems contribute to identification, decision making and control as follows: 
• Identification of live system status is carried out by a subsystem for shop floor data 

monitoring/event acquisition and a subsequent comparison-evaluation and analysis of 
predictively planned and executed operations. The evaluation may reveal some divergences 
from plans/inefficiency in performance. The analysis can detect new temporal/capacity 
conflicts coming from those divergences from plans and concerning all job-operations that 
compete (if any) for the same resources within the same time frame. The results are offered 
to the human to check fm: the type of disturbance and initialize an analysis procedure which 
reveals the ripple effects of the disturbance on all downstream operations in the current 
schedule (by activating a preview simulation run). As a result of analysis, a possible 
decision situation can be characterized by the necessary information on: current system 
goals and status of all resources; degree of completion of previously scheduled orders, 
implementation of the current schedule; the current set of conflicts, current combination of 
newly arrived orders (types, due dates), etc. As new orders arrive they are progressively 
rolled down the time horizon by preview simulation (a special option of static scheduling). 

• Decision making is based on the results of the above comparison-evaluation-analysis. The 
system itself might propose some modifications to the control strategy to change 
performance criteria and corresponding rules selection with a change of shop floor 
control's objectives, for instance, from resolving a bottleneck to expediting a critical "hot" 
order. It might also be checked/overridden by the human. For the indicated modifications, 
the system's ESU yields a set of hopefully appropriate repair plans from the system's case
base/knowledge-base (using the human operator's previous preference ranking), and 
initiates a reactive scheduling session for each strategy selected. It results in a list of 
alternative solutions (with their outcome on basic performance measures) for the human to 
compare and choose from. His preferred choice is recorded in a case-history file with 
preference weights to be usable for future decisions by case-based learning/reasoning. 

• Control in the system makes the invalidated schedules unscheduled and replaced with 
validated schedules for passmg them as feasible/executable programs to the process control 
sub-system to be executed on command in manufacturing. It is accomplished by the human 
operator commands or by the ESU itself, in case of the operator time-out. 

In addition to identification, decision making and control, the system's learning module enables 
the system to gradually improve its own performance by incorporating the handling of new 
cases/novel situations into the case-base by help of the human operator. Clustering of 
unclassified new cases is left to the system specialist in a subsequent "learning session" 
performed via the interface option to system specialist. 
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3. KNOWLEDGE-ENGINEERING ASPECTS IN THE INTERACfiVE SYSTEM 

For achieving a good global system performance, the most important features from the aspect 
of the knowledge-based reactive scheduling function in the system are: it should ensure a 
repaired schedule of good quality (meet some management goals and related scheduling 
criteria), provide it within acceptable response time (i.e., is should be valid at the time of its 
execution), and minimize disruption to executed processes. With consideration to 
responsiveness in stochastic environment, the system design has accommodated a key feature 
called event sensitivity. It means basically three things: (1) having to know what happens in the 
shop when an event actually occurs (by continuously monitoring executed processes in the 
shop and analyzing the effects of events/performance trends on downstream processes' 
execution); (2) as soon as an. event has occurred, it should be identified and classified to know 
what to do next; (3) as being likely that different state change events impose different 
constraints on the latency of reactive scheduling decisions, the criticality of the events 
(allowable latency between the occurrence of an event and the response to it to be executable) 
should be ordered as they have occurred. In other words, the utility of a response is a function 
of the criticality of the event to which it responds and the value/goodness of its response with 
respect to valid goals/criteria of performance. 

From blackboard-based perspective, events will occur outside of the controVscheduling 
system, in an unanticipated way, asynchronously to inside reasoning processes of the active 
reasoning agents. Thus the system's ESU with its blackboard architecture should be able to 
perceive and propagate these events of ordered criticality. This architecture is designed to be 
capable of dealing with data that change during the problem solving activity itself As new data 
arrive, the current hypotheses on the blackboard, objectives and problem solving strategy 
should be revised. As a consequence, the focus of control may change such that the blackboard 
architecture should direct its resources toward solving the currently most important problem. 
In addition, time criticality of events imposes time constraints on solutions. When the deadline 
of the response to an event arrives, the system's ESU must provide some form of a solution. By 
using a control mechanism similar as that in the system REAKT [10], a deadline is associated 
with each activity in the system. These deadlines are integrated in the utility function used by 
the control component of the ESUs blackboard model when choosing the most appropriate 
activity to execute next. Deadline management allows the system to be aware of the time 
remaining before the solution is needed, possibly postpone less urgent work, and even cancel 
less important activities under stressed situations. 

For ensuring responsiveness of SUPREACT in the above term, several kinds of 
knowledge available in practice in the shop floor but unused in static scheduling models 
(including also human preferences at evaluation) should be taken into consideration. To meet 
the above goals, knowledge about facts (static data on pre-released schedule under execution, 
on jobs/orders, plant status with shifts/machines availability and operators' schedule; dynamic 
data on current status of system's resources and jobs/orders) and domain knowledge 
(scheduling/reactive scheduling and repair plans/constraint propagation strategies) should be 
readily available. The major knowledge representation schemes used in this system include 
frames/objects/goal trees/semantic nets/relational tables, etc. The common frame data 
structures are flexible by allowing extension/modification as the need for more knowledge is 
felt during system development. Knowledge frames group/represent the plant knowledge based 
on concepts or objects conform to live industrial shop floors, two major types of them are: "job 
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frame" (instances created for each job loaded into the shop and written onto the blackboard) 
and "shift information frame" (to maintain shop information on a shift basis; the number of 
such frame instances to be created depends on the time window selected for the pre
release/predictive schedule). A tree-like structure called "time manager" is used to organize 
and dynamically maintain such global temporal attributes, such as present shift or time left in 
the shift/day, needed during the decision making processes. 

Data which are relational in nature are stored in a structure called "relational table". In 
this scheme, objects may be physical entities such as a "machine", or they may be conceptual 
entities such as "machine availability''. Attributes associate with only one particular 
characteristic or property of the object. The attributes are either static or dynamic, and their 
values are obtained as input data, asserted facts of the data base, entry by the user, default 
values, or values gotten dynamically by a rule (e.g., a rule to change the machine-number of a 
job). Production rules are used to represent the scheduler's heuristics, e.g., decide on re
scheduling jobs from scratch based on a broken machine's expected long repair time, etc. Trees 
are used in the operator function model, semantic nets are applied for cases' organization in the 
case-base. Having conceptualized the different knowledge representation schemes, some 
program routines are used for data/knowledge management, for instance, for implementing the 
data structures, retrieving pieces of information from those structures, and dynamically 
changing values in a data structure on the blackboard. For making decisions as changes in the 
system status require, some control knowledge to guide the search or focus reasoning 
processes is included to be readily available in the system. Appropriate forms of knowledge 
representation, effective domain modeling, and proper control mechanism to minimize 
response latency at reasoning have all been vital considerations at the proposed knowledge
based approach to reactive scheduling in SUPREACT. 

The system has been designed for apparent real-time control, which is real-time in the 
simplest sense: resulting a solution valid even at the time of its execution. The system 
intermittently updates its temporal attributes. Every time the user interacts with the system, the 
system updates all the temporal attributes based on the current interaction time and the most 
recent interaction time. After a problem solving session, before the control goes on to the user 
interface, the attributes for the most recent interaction time (in the "time manager'') are 
assigned those for the current time. The user interface design enables the system to perform 
menu and command-driven dialogues. Some frequently encountered dynamic situations are 
identified in groups/branches of the operator function model used in the ESU. The user on 
command can identifY a change event/dynamic situation group (a top node in the goal tree 
structure of the operator function model), then select a preferred plan for managing the 
situation currently encountered by a menu-driven dialogue:,. Once a menu is chosen, for 
example, "Machine breakdown" as one of the available groups, the user may be asked to 
specuy the machine number, the anticipated repair time, etc. Depending on the selected plan 
for the situation and the information gathered, the control component transfers control to the 
appropriate reasoning agent for problem solving. The operator function model, which is also 
supposed to gather information for proper information display generation, then provides the 
user with all the relevant information to the dynamic situation encountered as well as solution 
alternatives together with their outcomes with respect to currently valid performance criteria. 

Conceiving the proposed system as a joint man-machine cognitive system, its real-time 
performance in expert assistance to the human has required a thorough understand
ing/modeling of the human operator's role and tasks in dynamic manufacturing systems' 
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control. Automated control makes most operator activities primarily cognitive rather than 
physical, thus attention in modeling has been focused on human cognitive abilities and operator 
tasks in a dynamic event sensitive manufacturing environment. Primarily, a cognitive model of 
operator functions was established using gradually collected industrial experience. It is, in 
essence, a discrete control modeling construct to describe and also normatively prescribe the 
operator's behavior in a range of supervisory activities. The model represents interrelations 
between the dynamic system's states and concerned operator functions. It describes how a 
skilled operator might organize and coordinate system control functions, given some system 
triggering events in the dynamic system. Mathematically, the cognitive operator function model 
is represented as a heterarchic-hierarchic network of finite state automata described in details 
in [4]. Each node in the network can be thought of as a finite state automaton with 
input/output alphabets. NetWork nodes represent operator activities at four levels: operator 
functions, sub-functions, tasks, and actions. Each level in the hierarchy may be a heterarchy, 
i.e., a collection of activities that may be performed concurrently. Network arcs represent 
system triggering events or the results of operator acti<.>ils. In this way, the cognitive model 
accounts for coordination of multiple activities and dynamic focus of attention. It can properly 
be used in intent inferencing in the ESU thus providing it with some understanding properties 
necessary for an intelligent operator's assistant [16]. Some example intent inferencing 
structures for reactive scheduling problem instances, such as for managing machine capacity 
bottlenecks and expediting critical "hot" orders, can be found in [13]. 

The intent inferencer in SUPREACT uses the cognitive model of operator functions as 
its normative model for representing: how, when and why human operators select and 
coordinate control functions in complex, dynamic systems. As understanding a situation in 
supervisory control involves the use of plans to predict or infer a course of actions undertaken 
in pursuit of a goal [17], the system's intent inferencer involves this goal-directed activity 
performance aspect to facilitate fast responses to state change events demanding, e.g., reactive 
scheduling. For this, proper goal-oriented operator plans/policies (normative in discrete 
manufacturing systems) are built into the branches of the cognitive model of operator 
functions. Thus, the representation of operator intentions consists of the normative model and 
a dynamic set of goals-plans-tasks-actions. To adequately perform intent injerencing, two 
major activities must take place: (1) representation of the operator's current state must be 
constructed, which is a fusion of known/inferred operator goals-plans-tasks and observed 
operator actions; (2) assessment must be performed to interpret the representation, to 
determine if operator actions are supporting known or inf(;rred operator goals. 

A skilled operator knowledge in a complex system has several forms such as: (a) static 
knowledge about the system components and their connections; (b) dynamic knowledge about 
the system's state at the moment; and (c) procedural knowledge about how to carry out 
individual operator functions. All of this knowledge is interpreted by the outlined model, by 
either the network structure/hierarchy or the state space and input/output alphabets associated 
with individual network nodes. Thus, the model provides a flexible framework for representing 
how an operator might organize/coordinate system control functions. This framework, with its 
embedded general knowledge abstraction hierarchy at four levels: (1) state recognition 
knowledge, (2) policy/plan selection knowledge, (3) policy/plan implementation knowledge, 
and (4) policy/plan execution knowledge, is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Knowledge-abstraction correspondence between the Cognitive Model of 
Operator Functions and the Blackboard 

4. BLACKBOARD BASED MULTI-AGENT PERSPECTIVE IN SUPREACT 

69 

The blackboard framework of problem solving is likely to be a natural structure to represent 
the inferences and carry out the assessments of an operator's assistant. In this framework, a 
hierarchically organized model of the problem is built, containing all that is currently known 
about the unfolding situation, and providing a context of ongoing analysis [19]. From software 
engineering aspect, it is likely that the blackboard systems possess the ability of handling large 
amount of diverse and incomplete information. In complex dynamic/stochastic manufacturing 
environment, an operator often has multiple concurrent goals and multiple plans to achieve 
each goal. These considerations have led us to implement the above framework for inferencing 
by a powerful blackboard architecture with a corresponding four-level hierarchy of knowledge 
abstraction (as in the operator intent inferencing model above), and use it in the system's ESU. 

Benefits of the blackboard architecture include: (I) Modularity with independent, often 
heterogeneous knowledge sources (K.Ss) which can work on a problem simultaneously. Each 
KS can use its own internal representation and methodology. (2) Multilevel problem 
representation: the blackboard itself is a collection of one or more spaces which can be 
organized into a hierarchy like in the ESU, or treated as independent work areas, permitting 
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the separation of different problem solving strategies and perspectives. (3) Blackboards allow 
incremental problem solving (via hypotheses) in which the system dynamically switches 
among different levels of abstraction (to work at) and in which multiple (e.g., cooperating) 
lines of reasoning are pursued concurrently. The solution can be developed opportunistically. 
(4) Therefore, control is usually a major issue at design of a blackboard architecture. 
Sophisticated goal-directed control strategies can generally provide these systems with an 
understanding of the long-term and global effects of actions as well as immediate and local 
effects, or, often, an agenda based mechanism is used to trigger a KS with the most likely 
outcome to solution development. The blackboard architecture separates control knowledge 
from the domain knowledge contained in the KSs. (5) Blackboard architectures, in general, are 
considered suitable to deal with: very large search spaces (a likely feature of scheduling 
problems with combinatoriallyexplosive search space), (6) e"oneous or incomplete input data 
(mostly available in reactive scheduling situations), impreciselrncomplete problem solving 
knowledge (repair cases/plan descriptions needing some adaptation to a new case). These 
characteristics require a problem solving model that supports the incremental development of 
solutions, can apply diverse types of knowledge, and can adapt its strategies to the particular 
problem situation. The blackboard model of problem solving is generally composed of three 
essentials (c.f [19]): (I) the blackboard data structure or the blackboard (BB), (2) the 
knowledge sources (KSs), and (3) the control unit (CU). 

(I) The blackboard (BB) is a structured global database (shared by all the KSs), a common 
problem solving area where the current best hypothesis (potential partial solution) is 
maintained and modified. The hypothesis is represented hierarchically at various levels of 
abstraction, and evolves incrementally over time as new data become available or old data 
become obsolete. In SUPREACTs ESU, the BB data structure represents hypotheses with 
four levels of goals/plans/tasks/actions. The embedded model of operator functions defines 
what intentions (i.e., goalfplan/task structures) are associated with particular system triggering 
events (top-down inferencing), and specifies how the current operator actions support such 
intentions (bottom-up inferencing). This way, actions are immediately connected to whatever 
appropriate task exists on the blackboard at the time the actions are posted. 

For example, if the operator, on request for decoupling a breakdown machine (for a 
given period of machine repair) from a scheduled manufacturing activity, could find an 
available identical substituting machine, he can also simultaneously connect (free) substituting 
resources to all forthcoming operations queuing at the breakdown machine and being 
predictively scheduled to the period of machine repair. By activating the preview simulation, he 
can reveal conflict sets of jobs (competing for the same substituting resource) within the 
specific time frame to be resolved by rule-based reasoning. The operator function adequate to 
the dynamic decision situation and the problem encountered is activated by the human. Then 
the model, given the system triggering event, defines sub-functions, plans, tasks and actions (as 
first hypothesis) on which the expert operator assistant should focus on to solve the problem at 
hand. 

(2) Solution elements are recorded on the BB by independent processes called Knowledge 
Sources (KSs), which embody the problem solving knowledge of the system. KSs contain 
respective parts of the domain specific knowledge required by problem solving processes and 
also knowledge for the Control Unit (CU). Each change to the BB constitutes an event which 
can trigger one or more knowledge sources. KSs are responsible for posting and interpreting 
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information on the BB, and contributing to problem solving in an incremental and 
opportunistic fashion. Incremental problem solving means that complete (satisfYing) solutions 
are constructed piece by piece and at different levels of abstraction. Opportunistic problem 
solving means that the system chooses the actions to take next that are likely to make the best 
progress toward meeting its goals given the current situation, that is, given the available data 
and the intermediate state of problem solving (represented by the current set of competing/co
operating hypotheses on the BB). However, opportunistic problem solving is facilitated by 
another key aspect: the ability to concurrently pursue multiple lines of reasoning via alternative 
solution paths (a goal can be reached by different plans, in a reactive schedule repair, for 
instance). The standard strategy for blackboard problem solving is often referred to as evidence 
aggregation [20]. This involves first hypothesizing a (partial) solution based on incomplete data 
and then attempting to verifY "additional data to confirm that hypothesis. 

SUP REACT exploits the strength of the combined use of case and rule-based reasoning 
KSs, which cooperate as intelligent agents in the evidence aggregation in a way the reactive 
scheduling concerned problem solving demands. The case-based reasoning agent contributes 
to the finding of the first hypothetical (partial) solution. Then the rule-based reasoning agent 
improves that initial solution to be free of conflicts. The multi-agent perspective of blackboard
based problem solving is implemented in the system in this way. The case-based reasoning 
(CBR) agent can adequately complement rule-based reasoning, since learning arises from the 
case-based reasoner's standard operation by continuously accumulating new cases (handling) 
into the case base. The operation of CBR in the system essentially involves retrieving the most 
relevant (similar) past cases from the case-base, adapting them if necessary, and presenting the 
retrieved similar cases with successful schedule repair policies, offering solution alternatives as 
well as implying preference ranking weights of human on the effectiveness of alternative 
policies with respect to current performance criteria. Preference ranking weights are used to 
describe the desirability and acceptability of the alternatives being considered for selection. For 
case representation/indexing/retrieval, the system's CBR component utilizes a group of 
(a) global context features characterizing the system's global performance trends (by 
describing averages and maximum deviations in shop-load, machine utilization and job 
lateness, reflecting the number/location of bottleneck resources in processes, etc.); (b) local 
context features (such as current repair goals, current state of resources and that of jobs/orders 
completion, type and effects of disturbance, conflict sets, locally feasible repair policies, etc.). 
The locally feasible repair policies, as proper sequences of some basic operations applicable 
locally for shifting, inserting, exchanging, etc. job operations in a flawed schedule, can be 
derived from the latter features. Some groups of the basic operations taken into consideration 
at repair cases are shown in the Table. The system's rule-based reasoning agents (KSs) are 
mainly used for hard constraints propagation and soft constraints relaxation during conflicts 
resolution in schedule repair. They thus complement and improve the hypothesis until the 
solution's evaluated performance is acceptable/good with respect to the given performance 
criteria (such as jobs lateness, work-in-process levels), so the rule-based agent can reduce the 
search space in this way. 
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Change on the Fawled Schedule Change in the Process Causing Disturbances 

CANCEL:: job operation (1) unavailability Oack, lateness) of needed resource • 
(2) suspend a scheduled order to give advance to a new 

critical order • 
(3) reroute a job by turning to a new technology 

alternative • 
INSERT:: job operation (1) expedite a critical new order • 

(2) split a batch by involving another identical machine • 
(3) involve substitute machine due to re-routing from 

breakdown machine • 
EXTEND:: finish time of job (1) add similar parts of re-work (for scrapped parts) to a 

operation batch. 
(2) adjust finish time due to technologically underestimated 

operation time (norm) • 
REDUCE:: finish time of job (1) reduce batch size with scrapped parts at previous 

operation operation • 
(2) adjust finish time due to technologically overestimated 

operation time (norm) • 
EXCHANGE:: two job operations (1) lack of resources to the earlier and availability 

(2) 
of resources to the later scheduled jobs • 
the later scheduled job has critical degree 

of lateness • 
Legend: "' concerns RESOURCES 

• concerns TECHNOLOGIES 
• concerns ORDERS/JOBS 

Table Some groups of basic operations for local schedule repair 

The case-based agent is useful in knowledge maintenance for dynamic environment (via the 
system's intelligent interface option to the system specialist). The computation time for 
responses is reduced by the CBR agent that stores a number of predefined responses (repair 
plans/policies in goal trees/semantic nets) for re-use, at the expense of storage space. To 
optimize storage utilization, learning sessions, initiated by the system specialist, can remove 
unusable cases from the case base while cluster new cases. Effective reactive scheduling, 
according to experiences, generally implies use of low time and high space. From this 
efficiency perspective, the CBR component used requires medium time and space. The 
opportunistic solution approach, being an inherent feature of blackboard models, is 
compensated by the sophisticated control mechanism, outlined in Section 3, to speed up 
responses to reactive scheduling problem instances. 
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(3) A higher level control structure called the Control Unit (CU) or control KS is the kernel of 
the blackboard framework. In system SUPREACT, the high level controller supervises the 
transfer of control from the user interface to the lower-level independent KSs (case and rule
based KSs) within the system's ESU. All new messages from the controlled manufacturing 
system or information about the operator actions enter the CU via the interface to the ESU, as 
it is illustrated by Figure 2. The CU then schedules and manages the execution of the internal 
events of the ESU. These events may be categorized as follows: (a) events of update to the 
current problem space, (b) getting normative information from the operator function model on 
how an intended operator function should be carried out, and (c) blackboard events that 
change the BB which contains, for example, an evolving representation of current operator 
intentions (as goaVplan/task structures), etc. The determination of the KSs which are most 
likely to provide useful information, the selection of one particular KS susceptible to provide 

Figure 2 Structure of the Expert Supervisor Unit 

useful information, and the activation of that selected KS are all principal tasks of the CU. The 
CU uses an agenda based control mechanism: all possible actions are placed onto the 
agenda/event queue; the actions are then rated in each cycle (investigating KS precondi
tion/action), and the highly rated action is chosen for execution. The first step in an agenda
based control is to identify the actions to be performed next by the system. New actions may 
become available whenever changes are made to the blackboard. Then, KSs preconditions 
must be checked after the execution of each KS action. To avoid the expensive check of 
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preconditions for every KS after each set ofBB changes, all changes to the BB are classified in 
terms of a set of BB event types, some of them mentioned above. Each KS provides a Jist of 
BB event types it is interested in. Whenever a KS action is executed, the changes to the 
blackboard are described in BB event types. These event descriptions are then passed to the 
Control KS (with meta knowledge), which in tum identifies the KSs whose preconditions 
should be checked given the types of BB changes. Once a KS is triggered, its precondition 
component must be checked (by a Knowledge Source Activation Record called KSAR) to see 
whether the KS can be executed given the current state of the blackboard. 

With the above architecture, the system is capable of offering solutions/solution 
alternatives to problem instances attached to reactive scheduling decision situations as well as 
learning preferred choices of a human (operator) from available alternatives, within a more 
limited time frame than manually possible. Furthermore, re-scheduling is implemented in the 
system with three options: (1) preventive/proactive adjustment to prevent forecasted 
disturbances, (2) reactive repair to adjust a partially flawed schedule, and (3) re-scheduling 
afresh from scratch. The functional design of these re-scheduling options is illustrated by 
Figure 3. 

Repak "Plan lor tepai' 
caselibraly; slaM rrnemanaget 
rule base opl!!lraiDr r.Qbl IOIIorilizalion) 

lnloon~ 

Opetalor action ReparsuPIIO'I Systemslatus Sihlalion assesment User nterlaoe Interlace 

Figure 3 Functional design for re-scheduling options performed on the blackboard 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In live industrial environments, predictive schedules, issued even of best quality, may become 
obsolete by the time of their execution due to many existing environmental/executional 
uncertainties. The reactive scheduling approach implemented in the supervisory control system 
as an intelligent supervisory function with a blackboard-based multi-agent perspective offers a 
viable solution alternative for schedule repair in live manufacturing environment The case and 
rule-based reasoning agents successfully complement each other in evidence aggregation to 
schedule repairs. 

Further performance improvement concerning fast response to state change events are to 
be achieved in three WCQ'S in SUP REACT. First, a gradual improvement of the system's case
base is ensured by continuous learning from past experience during the standard operation of 
the system (successful schedule repair policies can thus be rt.'-used in similar new cases, 
eliminating the need for re-scheduling from scratch at each and every time). Second, as timely 
information provision partly depends on the proper scheme of knowledge representation of 
how it enables fast information retrieval from the case-base, the indexed cases are stored by 
goal trees using frame/semantic net representation to ease storage/retrieval. Third, real-time 
capability of problem solving is involved in the system's blackboard control architecture. The 
system SUPREACT is being developed with a sophisticated control unit with a structure giving 
the control to the most important procedure's (knowledge source's/agent's) execution within 
specified time windows, while allowing the postponement of others' execution. The ability to 
handle interrupts can also be accomplished by storing the state of the reasoning system (current 
evaluation of inferences, goals, and other related facts attending and serving the time-critical 
real-time interrupt) and re-entering the state taking into account changes during the interrupt, 
which could have modified the original state. The problem of this real-time regime and the case 
and rule-based agents cooperation in the problem solving process need further research and 
evaluation in test environment 
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